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The urgency of OSS transformation
Today’s telecommunications industry is undergoing a radical transformation driven by new
technology, new demands on the network (in terms of capacity and performance), and higher
expectations from consumers. Communications Service Providers (CSPs) are focused on enhancing
agility to bring new services to the market faster to counter eroding market-, wallet-, and mind-share
as applications become more important to the consumer.
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At the center of this transformation are three key technologies—software-defined
networking (SDN), Network Functions Virtualization (NFV), and cloud. Traditional monolithic
telecom infrastructure is being replaced by software entities that run on commercial
off-the-shelf hardware—aided by virtualization technologies and cloud-based deployment
and delivery models. SDN is driving automation and real-time programmability for the
network infrastructure. Together, these three technology initiatives are transforming the CSP
infrastructure into a highly programmable entity that has the potential to be personalized in
real time and on a massive scale.
The reality for most CSPs, however, is that for the foreseeable future, the infrastructure will
remain in a hybrid state, a mix of traditional network infrastructure (physical) and virtualized
(NFV-enabled) infrastructure. The same challenges exist for the operations domain as well.
In order for CSPs or their customers to reap the benefit from this investment in infrastructure
transformation, this endeavor needs to be synchronized with a corresponding transformation in
the way the network is operated and services are created and delivered. OSS provides the link
between business outcomes and the NFV innovation.
As NFV proof of concepts (POCs) mature into commercial deployments, it’s becoming
increasingly urgent to transform the operations support system (OSS) to cover both virtualized
and traditional infrastructure. This is particularly challenging because operational processes
and OSSs are highly customized for individual CSPs, and transforming this is a challenge
for both vendors and CSPs. Today’s business process and data model standards neither
take virtualization into account nor are they designed to support the levels of agility and
programmability that the transformed infrastructure provides.

The issues with the status quo
Before we talk about the way we transform the OSS, let’s first look at how the CSP operations
are structured today. Typically, service creation and delivery within a CSP is handled by the
following major components of an OSS:
1. Service Fulfillment Functions handle the service design (idea to implement), service
activation (order to activate), and resource provisioning (plan to provision) processes
2. Service Assurance Functions cover the assurance processes (trouble to resolve)
3. Analytics Functions include business analytics that can be used to provide data for
providing personalized service offers to customers and revenue analytics that can be
used for revenue assurance
Today, CSPs’ operations typically view fulfillment and assurance business processes individually,
as silos. The people, processes, and technology base of service onboarding to activation (or
fulfillment) is often a separate silo distinct from service problem event generation to resolution
(or assurance). This separation or disconnection of fulfillment and assurance processes makes
industrialization difficult—and more so when the introduction of new technologies (such as
NFV and SDN) create a hybrid operating environment. The ability to automate and industrialize
processes is key to achieving service agility.
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One of the key benefits of NFV is it introduces a whole new dimension to product and service
lifecycle management—one that is more real-time and on-demand. CSPs are on the path
to move away from the era of mass rollouts to a “fast-fail” methodology (popularized by the
over-the-tops [OTTs]) of rapid prototyping of “alpha” services, run in “beta” trials with selected
customer bases, changed and adapted on the fly, and then (if encouraging) brought into mass
production. The classic OSS is not designed for this mode of operation, which is another reason
why the status quo is no longer a feasible option for CSPs.
Today, service fulfillment processes depend on a workflow methodology in which instructions
are executed in a sequential manner to achieve the desired outcome. This process was well
suited to the static nature of the infrastructure in the past. However, as we move to NFV,
the infrastructure layer becomes an on-demand, programmable entity with the ability to
be distributed geographically. As the type of services that need to be created tend to be
increasingly personalized based on multiple parameters—user policies, application, network
conditions, and more—the workflow methodology falls short. As services become more
personalized and adaptable, the workflows become exponentially complex.

The key ingredients for a transformed OSS
The foundation of the OSS transformation is the use of a common model for data, relationships,
and behavior of objects across both the physical and virtualized infrastructure. This common
model can then be used for both the service fulfillment and service assurance functions.
The HPE approach to OSS transformation is built on an innovative approach to modeling and
designing services developed by our research team. The Concept is called dynamic service
descriptors (DSD).
This new “dynamic descriptor” approach gets rid of the classic workflow-driven orchestration,
in which the service behavior is hard-coded into the workflows. Instead, it uses a declarative
language to describe the service, its relationships, and behavior (policies). The engine takes
these service descriptors, looks at the current state or configuration of the service, and will
build a runbook at run-time to achieve the desired state.
The descriptor is able to model any service or resource. Therefore, it can be used to control
resources that are not immediately involved in a service as well, such as core infrastructure.
The service descriptors are able to describe how the service should behave in an exceptional
scenario, for example, a component failure. This opens the door to self-healing—the OSS listens
to the network health and reconfigures it to circumvent the problem.
Micro workflows are used as an atomic layer (for example, to create single virtualized network
functions [VNFs]), while declaration descriptors are used on a molecular layer to combine other
descriptors or workflows.
The impact of this approach is profound; not only is service onboarding much faster, but the
service designer is also able to recompose products (while taking complex product behavior
into account). This vastly reduces firefighting and drivers down the cost of delivery. Even
complex re-engineering processes, like replacing network equipment at runtime, are possible
with little effort.
The advantages of this descriptor-based approach are many. For example, a service chain with
four VNFs (for example, vServices Router, vWAN Accelerator, vWAN Optimization, and vSecurity
Gateway) has 16 possible workflow combinations. A scripted approach would require 16 process
scripts. In contrast, only four descriptors are required with the DSD approach, one for each service.
Thus, OPEX is reduced.
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DSD allows projects to adopt a fast-fail methodology. Agile teams consisting of Product Managers,
Service Designers, OSS engineers, and Infrastructure Experts work in sprints to develop the
product offerings, the underlying service model, the relationships, and the behavior of each
modeled component, as well their integration to the network functions. DSD’s object-oriented
nature provides the ability to inherit or compose individual service model for rapid reuse.
Continuous Integration/Continuous Development cycles allow for nightly builds of the
service orchestration, their immediate testing with the environment and validation of
stakeholder expectations.
Based on initial experience from deployments, this new technology will lead to improvements in
orders of magnitude.
Table 1. Improvement potential when using a descriptor policy approach
Classic

DSD

Service onboarding

Months

Weeks

Dynamic service chain creation

Months

Hours

Instantiation of complex services covering multiple
service building blocks

Weeks

Minutes

Service offer migration

>1 year

~ 2–3 months

The HPE solution for agile service management on a hybrid
infrastructure
A key part of the NFV reference architecture is the Management and Orchestration (MANO)
framework. While the ETSI NFV MANO reference architecture does not cover scenarios of
service creation and management across a hybrid network, it did provide a model for agile
service creation on virtualized infrastructure that could be replicated to cover both virtualized
and physical infrastructure. The HPE NFV Director (NFV-D) uses a common inventory model
for both fulfillment and assurance business processes forming the basis for introducing a
closed-loop automation between the two processes and is the foundation for agile service
creation in an NFV environment. Additional enhancements through Analytics provide further
operational capabilities.
The HPE approach to transforming the OSS is based on the same principle: extending this
common data- and analytics-driven automation between fulfillment and assurance processes
to both the virtualized infrastructure and the traditional physical infrastructure. Today’s OSS
provides domain-specific operations capabilities for the physical networks. Similarly, the
NFV orchestration solution that the NFV transformation introduces is domain specific to the
virtualized infrastructure. In order to implement an agile service operations infrastructure,
telecommunications network and service operators need a component that pairs the domain
OSS of the present with the NFV layer. The HPE Service Director is positioned to be an
end-to-end (E2E) service management entity that couples the virtual and the standard
production world, providing a homogeneous model toward the BSS layer.
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HPE’s current NFV offerings include high performance NFV Platforms and Orchestration
solutions, a rich ecosystem of VNF partners and solutions that are preintegrated in the
OpenNFV Labs and transformation consulting and services. The HPE Service Director is a
natural extension to this portfolio to bring in the capability to provide agile management of
services across both NFV enabled and traditional CSP infrastructure.
As opposed to classic commercial-off-the-shelf solutions, HPE Service Director is designed
to provide true service agility, automation, and operational flexibility across both virtual and
standard telecom infrastructures for end-to-end services. The new HPE OSS portfolio features
four elements:
• HPE Unified OSS Console—A single portal to all functions of the end-to-end service
operations solution.
• HPE NFV Director—Implementing the NFV orchestration and virtual network function
manager (VNFM) function in accordance with the ETSI MANO standards. This includes
closed-loop NFV assurance and fulfillment.
• HPE Service Director—As the new end-to-end service management entity, providing
more agility, analytics-based planning and assurance, and the closed loop automation at an
E2E level using a dynamic declarations-based service model.
• The existing HPE OSS and Micro Focus portfolio for telco and data center
management—will be used by Service Director to integrate the non-NFV–specific world
for managing physical network functions (PNFs). This includes both OSS fulfillment and
assurance solutions. HPE OSS Fulfillment includes HPE Service Activator for configuration
and activation, and HPE Service Provisioner for service order management and
provisioning, as well as HPE Trueview for inventory. HPE OSS Assurance solutions include
Micro Focus Service Manager, HPE Universal SLA Manager (USLAM), Service Quality
Manager (SQM), HPE Performance Manager, HPE TeMIP, Micro Focus Network Node
Manager i (NNMi), HPE Unified Correlation Analyzer (UCA), and Micro Focus Operations
Manager i (OMi). These solutions may also be used in a separate “factory” under the BSS, to
keep existing domain management or functionality as is, when desired.
HPE Service Director provides six fundamental capabilities along a single value chain as shown
in Figure 1. The journey begins with Agile Service Building, a model-based design approach
that allows the dynamic construction of service models, its components, and relationships
through service descriptors.1 The behavior is expressed as a set of policies that drive the
business processes. Dynamic Service Instantiation makes use of the service declarations to
rapidly perform service configurations and changes. The same declarations define a variety
of service analytics (for example, usage, trending, performance forecasting, and capacity
management) of the end-to-end services using fault, performance, and usage or configuration
information. Automated Self-Healing uses real-time correlation and analytics to detect and
declare healing procedures to correct errors during operations across the hybrid network and
service setups.
Open application program interfaces (APIs) allow the Flexible Integration with the broader
OSS ecosystem and legacy business processes. The entire lifecycle is controlled through a
role-based user experience across all stakeholders.

1

S ervice descriptors are templates that describe the
object, its parameters, and its relations to other
objects. Its syntax is an easily readable extension
of Heat Orchestration Templates (HOT) and
can cover similar approaches such as TOSCA.
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Figure 1. The six capabilities of HPE Service Director
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Figure 2. HPE OSS portfolio and new HPE Service Director
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Key benefits of the HPE approach
The biggest benefit that the HPE Service Director brings to CSPs is the ability to create and
manage services over a hybrid infrastructure at the speed the new NFV-enabled infrastructure
provides. The automation made possible by the use of a common, declarative model for data
and behavior is the foundation for the service agility benefits that HPE Service Director offers.

• Implements a production system for
dynamic services across PNF and VNF
• Closed-loop automation of assurance and
fulfillment for unified operations

Operations/Planning

E2E service operations

• One model for data and behavior drives
agility
• Common data delivers quality and
accuracy

Service
KPIs

Customers/CSRs/Sales

Fulfillment

Common model/Data/Analytics

Assurance

• Single pane of glass improves productivity
• Preintegrated and extensible—incremental,
not rip/replace

Standard operations
IT/Networks/Applications
Fulfillment

Assurance

NFV operations
Data Center Mgt.

Standard
infrastructure
Figure 3. HPE OSS Strategy—Agile Service Operations approach
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The closed-loop, analytics-enhanced automation of assurance and fulfillment processes enables
common operations. This, combined with the “single-pane-of-glass” mode of management is
key to reducing OPEX. The use of common data delivers accuracy and high fidelity processes,
thus contributing again to lower OPEX and an improved customer experience, which almost
always eventually leads to increased revenue opportunities.
Initial pilot deployments with HPE Service Director show a drastic reduction in the time required
for foundational processes like VNF onboarding and network service graph creation—from
months to hours. Improving time-to-market by even a few weeks has a net positive impact
on revenues. In addition, faster time-to-market also results in higher market share (gaining
subscribers from competitors by coming to market first with an innovative offer). Using the
HPE Service Director, the ease and the faster pace at which new services can be composed and
offered to the market enables a CSP to constantly churn out innovative services and outperform
the competition, resulting in a positive cycle of subscriber and revenue growth.
The HPE OSS transformation strategy enables CSPs to choose an incremental approach to
incorporating the new mode of operation. In the true spirit of openness that all Hewlett Packard
Enterprise products embody, all the core software components of the HPE Service Director
provide interfaces to third-party products and components through REST, SOAP, or classic JMS
interfaces (or also CLI).
Make the right purchase
decision. Click here to
chat with our presales
specialists.

Learn more at

hpe.com/dsp/automate
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